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MISSION OF JGI SCHOOLS

To provide quality educa on from the elementary to ter ary
levels thereby crea ng human assests.

To fuel economic growth, create systema c changes and
sustainable improvements by developing new genera on
Social Entrepreneurs.
To create a globally networked community of Leaders,
Technocrats & Scien sts.
To foster ethical environment founded on human values in
which both spirit & skill thrive to enrich the quality of life.

VISION
To foster Human development through Educa on &
Entrepreneurship

Our
Commitment..

Ÿ To provide fun-ﬁlled days through building

friendly relationships with in the school ecosystem
while they grow up as happy individuals.
Ÿ To help children discover their innate abilities and

nurture them to the fullest potential through
channelizing energies and developing skill sets.
Ÿ To maximize cognitive skills of learners and guide

them towards construction of knowledge resulting
in deeper understanding and stress- free learning.
Ÿ To promote investigative skills in children for

preserving their natural curiosity and reach logical
conclusions for their “whys and hows”.
Ÿ To guide children to communicate with their inner

self and uphold ethics and values through which
they can reach the goal of inner peace and
happiness.

Our
Approach

JAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL team commits to providing each
child ample opportunities for comprehensive
development through their interaction with a diverse
and vibrant community of learners and educators.
What better way to make a child wholesome than to
involve her in peer learning exercises and community
activities!

While ensuring regular feedback to

parents, the caretakers at school will leave no stone
unturned to offer special care and attention to each
child to pursue their interest areas and excel in it!

Pre-Primary and
Primary School
(Nursery-Grade V)

At JAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL Primary School, teachers
provide avenues that stretch student thinking, create
challenging and stimulating environment to grow a
passion towards learning. The thrust will be on
developing skills required to master each subject so
that children are equipped to move over to selflearning techniques by the time they reach Middle
School level

Middle School
and High School
(Grade VI-X)

In the Middle School, students gain an understanding
of the connection between subjects and how to solve
complex problems through innovative approaches.
High School students at JAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL would
experience the joy of intellectual engagement and
scholarly pursuit while they prepare themselves for
the next academic challenge.

Our Offers in
a Nutshell!

Ÿ

BMS Curriculum (Body, Mind and Soul)

Ÿ

School with practical approach

Ÿ

Happy School Initiatives

Ÿ

Well Educated team of Faculty

Ÿ

Blended Method of Teaching

Ÿ

Alternative Assessment Tools

Ÿ

Freedom from fear of Failure

Ÿ

Diverse Learning Techniques

Ÿ

Arts' Avenues

Ÿ

Sports Facilities

Ÿ

Adventure Club for Nature trails

OUR EDUCATORS (CARING CO-LEARNERS)
JAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL believes that the biggest single
inﬂuence on student achievement is teachers! However, there
can be no teachers in the Jain Public School education system.
Our team will shed away their modern and hierarchical role of
teachers and join the kids as Guruji becoming co-learners and
facilitating learning!
No doubt, we recruit and retain a group of highly qualiﬁed and
well-trained professionals who have no inhibition in
demonstrating their willingness to learn and unlearn to suit
the needs of the ever-changing educational ﬁeld constantly
demanding new knowledge, new skill sets and new attitudes.
Our professional development initiatives will ensure that
they stay at the forefront of current educational practices!
Their readiness to adapt to “Happy School Initiatives” which
aims at improving the Happiness Index of the student
population will not only promote mutual respect between
kids and their teachers, but also build collaborative
communities within the school helping children to cherish
friendships and relationships in their communities much
later in life.

OUR CURRICULUM:
BMS CURRICULUM (BODY, MIND and SOUL)
A wholesome curriculum encompassing the development of
the intellect (MIND) through academic activities involving
cognitive skills.
Sports and Physical Activities catering to the interests of the
child involving Yoga and karate taking care of the Health
needs (BODY)
And a Dose of Meditation with Spiritualism will help the
child understanding the self (SOUL) and ﬁnding the path
towards peace and happiness.

Vedic Math
In Math, we have added Vedic Math, which simpliﬁes arithmetic and
algebraic operations. It has increasingly found acceptance the world over.

HOW WE ARE DIFFERENT:

It is a domain mathematical tricks and mental calculation techniques.

Students Engineer Lab (SEL)
In Science, kids are trained to construct knowledge by leading them
through a systematic process of Engage, Build, Operate, Interpret and Learn
through our Students Engineer Lab (SEL). This enables the child to retain the
acquired knowledge for longer as well as apply the same in life beyond
examinations.

Physical and Health Education
Taking care of the self, others and the environment around us are key
features of one's well being. Apart from regular Sports and Games which
improve agility, strength and stamina of kids as well as give those
opportunities for competitive and cooperative games, weekly lessons
focus on key areas in Wellness which are planned carefully to align with the
social development levels of the kids. Lessons on personal hygiene,
hygienic use of public spaces will help them form Healthy Habits for life.

Love the Nature
That extra energy of children, if not channelized properly, will lead them
astray and related issues. Trekking, nature walks, bird watching, rock
climbing will not only bring out and nurture the spirit of adventure in
children but also help them to build a “come-what-may” attitude, most
essential to face the challenges of the future with courage.

Creative Arts
Creative arts will help child participate in a range of activities that allow for

HOW WE ARE DIFFERENT:

creative and imaginative expression, such as music, art and drama.

Happiness Education
The students will be involved in a range of activities like Karma yoga,
Donations to Needy, which will give them knowledge and at the same time
satisfaction.

Fairness, Justice, Integrity and Equity, Equal
opportunities for all, will become practices within the school
through stories of great personalities.

Ethics and Etiquettes demonstrated in subtle ways by the adult
communities in the school setting will naturally become a part of the whole
school eco system which helps the kids to imbibe them without struggling
to imitate them.

Inculcating values like

Kindness and Environmental

Sensitivity is high on our agenda while dealing with kids at their most
impressionable age.

Collaborative Outdoor Learning Spaces of JAIN
PUBLIC SCHOOL
Ÿ Adventure Camps in collaboration with NAF; Mysore
Ÿ Field Visits to bridge the gap between school and the world around

Kathalaya for training in Storytelling,.

Wondering where you will

JAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL beckons!

place your precious little

So, come and join us in our venture with the

Six-year-old for the next

Experiential natives while we offer them an

Ten years to enable her/

intellectually stimulating experience along with the
freedom to pursue their interests and discover the

him to grow up happily

self within! We invite you to our campus at Chalageri

with Knowledge and

Ranebennur and see what our BMS Curriculum has in

Values?

store for you!

So what

To promote a happy school where

future do

children dream big, dare to do and

we envisage?

decide to succeed!
For any person to lead a happy and productive life,
one needs to discover oneself in terms of
temperaments, skills, interests and capabilities.
That's why we do not intend to teach the kids
individual subjects in a compartmentalized manner,
but show them ways for developing the skills, habits
and attitudes for constructing knowledge through
their own experiences. We encourage them to be
thinkers, questioners, experimentalists and active
learners- sometimes celebrating their successes and
at other times pondering over their failures and
discovering ways to treat them as stepping stones for
success sooner or later!
Therefore, we envision our school as
A unique centre for preserving the natural curiosity
of children, promoting creativity, with moral values
and offering them the freedom of choices to
develop a community of happy learners!
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Jain Public School
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